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Abstract
We consider the online-list batch scheduling problem. Jobs arrive one by one and
have to be assigned upon arrival to a scheduled batch such that the makespan
is minimized. Each batch can accommodate up to B jobs. We give a complete
classification of the tractability of this online problem.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we consider online-list scheduling on one batching machine. A
set of jobs has to be scheduled on the batching machine which processes jobs
parallel in batches. Each job j is characterized by its processing time pj. The
batching machine has capacity B, which gives the maximum number of jobs
that can be scheduled in a single batch. The processing time of a batch must be
larger than or equal to the maximum processing time of all jobs in the batch.
The objective is to minimize the makespan, that is the completion time of
the last batch. Note that the order of the batches is of no importance, it does
not influence the objective function, only the processing times of the created
batches are of interest. The above type of batching is referred to as parallel
batching or p-batch, contrary to an s-batch which processes jobs sequential
with a start-up time for each batch [3]. The model of parallel batching finds
applications in, for example, scheduling burn-in ovens used for circuit board
manufacturing [8].
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In the online-list version of this problem jobs from a sequence σ are presented
one by one to the scheduler. Upon arrival, the processing time of the job
becomes known and the job has to be assigned immediately and irrevocably
to a batch. The job is either included in a non-full existing batch (i.e. a batch
with less than B jobs assigned to it) or a new batch is created for this job.
The processing time of each batch has to be fixed upon its creation, and a job
j can only be assigned to a batch with processing time at least pj .
In the corresponding offline problem, the scheduler has all jobs available at
t = 0, and an optimal offline schedule can be found by applying the algorithm
known as FBLPT (Full Batch Longest Processing Time) [7]. This algorithm
schedules the B jobs with largest processing time in the first batch, the next
B jobs with largest processing time in a second batch, etc.
For a sequence of jobs σ, we denote the makespan of the optimal offline sched-
ule by C∗(σ) and the makespan of the online schedule created by an online
Algorithm A by CA(σ). The performance of an online Algorithm A is given
by its competitive ratio defined as supσ{CA(σ)/C∗(σ)}. An online algorithm
is called optimal if it has the smallest possible competitive ratio among all
online algorithms.
In the literature only related problems have been studied. In [2] the online-
list batching problem with the objective to minimize the average flow time is
studied and an optimal 4-competitive algorithm is given. The considered model
allows only to schedule the next job in the last created batch or to create a
new batch, and the capacity of the batching machine is unlimited. Much more
work has been done on the online-time version of the batching problem to
minimize the makespan, where jobs arrive according to their release date.
For the unlimited capacity case, optimal
(√
5 + 1
)
/2-competitive algorithms
were given in [6] and [12] and generalized in [10]. The tractability of the
online-time problem has not yet been resolved for bounded capacity. The best
known online algorithm is a 2-competitive algorithm for any capacity B [11].
Only for the case B = 2 a better algorithm is presented in [11], which is 7/4-
competitive. We refer to [9] for the more general problem with job families
and a more extensive overview of the results on the online-time model.
The algorithms designed in this paper use what is called the “doubling” strat-
egy. The idea behind this strategy is to use geometrically increasing batch
processing times to approximate the optimal offline solution. However, as men-
tioned in [4], the increase is not always done by a factor of 2. Online algorithms
designed with this principle can be found, for example, in the literature on the
problem of searching a line in the plane [1]. A short overview of other online
problems solved with the “doubling” strategy can be found in [4].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an optimal 4-competitive
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algorithm in case of unlimited capacity. Optimality follows from the known
bounds for the online bidding problem, which is basically the same problem.
The online bidding problem is a folklore online problem, for example, described
in [5]. Section 3 deals with the bounded capacity case and contains the main
contribution of the paper: For any given capacityB we derive an optimal online
algorithm. With these results, the tractability of online-list batch scheduling
is settled.
2 Unlimited capacity and online bidding
In this section we consider the case of unlimited batch capacity and show
an optimal 4-competitive algorithm. In case of unlimited batch capacity the
optimal offline schedule has all jobs in one and the same batch of length equal
to the largest processing time. So, the optimal offline makespan is given by
C∗(σ) = maxj∈σ{pj}.
With unlimited batch capacity, the online-list batch scheduling problem is the
same as the folklore online bidding problem, see e.g. [5]. The online bidding
problem is stated as follows: An online player submits bids bi until it submits
a bid larger than or equal to a threshold T ≥ 1. The online player pays
the sum of all submitted bids. It is not difficult to see that these problems
are equivalent. The online scheduler determines a sequence of batch lengths
b1 < b2 < . . . < bk−1 < bk such that bk−1 < pmax ≤ bk, and has makespan∑k
i=1 bi. Since the batch capacity is unlimited, no reasonable algorithm creates
a batch for an arriving job that can be included in an existing batch. The
online bidder determines a sequence of bids b1 < b2 < . . . < bk−1 < bk such
that bk−1 < T ≤ bk, and pays ∑ki=1 bi. Again, no reasonable bidder submits
a bid smaller than the previous bid. The offline costs are pmax and T for the
scheduling and bidding problem, respectively.
To deal with this online problem we propose the following “doubling” algo-
rithm.
Algorithm A∞:
Schedule a job j with processing time pj ∈ (2i−1, 2i] in a batch of length 2i. If
no such batch exists, create it at the end of the current schedule.
The idea behind this algorithm is the same as behind all “doubling” type
online algorithms. Even if the algorithm is forced to construct many different
batches, we know that there exists a relatively long job compared to the total
batch length. Informally, there is a growth rate of 2 in the batch lengths. This
leads to the following performance guarantee of A∞.
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Theorem 1 For online-list batch scheduling with unlimited capacity, Algo-
rithm A∞ is 4-competitive.
Proof: For any sequence of jobs σ, Algorithm A∞ creates for jobs with lengths
in (2i−1, 2i] at most one batch of length 2i. By normalizing, we let the smallest
batch have length 2. Now, if the largest batch created for sequence σ has
length 2n, then
C∗(σ) = max
j∈σ
{pj} > 2n−1
and
CA
∞
(σ) ≤
n∑
i=1
2i = 2n+1 − 2 .
The competitive ratio of A∞ is bounded by
CA
∞
(σ)
C∗(σ)
<
2n+1 − 2
2n−1
= 4− 1
2n−2
< 4 .
Thus, Algorithm A∞ is 4-competitive. 
To show that Algorithm A∞ has the best possible competitive ratio, we con-
sider one special adversary job sequence:
Definition The infinite job sequence σadv has p1 = 1 and each following job
has length equal to the last created batch by the online algorithm plus a small
amount ǫ > 0. The subsequence σadvk is given by the first k jobs of sequence
σadv.
Job sequence σadv depends on the online algorithm used, but any online al-
gorithm must create a new batch for each new arriving job. Intuitively, this
adversary is the strongest possible for both the bounded capacity and unlim-
ited capacity case, meaning that it creates for any online algorithm the worst
case instance. Therefore we will use this sequence of jobs throughout the pa-
per to prove lower bounds on the competitive ratio and performance of online
algorithms. With this adversary we have pmax = bk−1 + ǫ if the sequence stops
after job k. (In online bidding this means T = bk−1 + ǫ.)
For online bidding, it is known that no bidding strategy is better than 4-
competitive [5]. This implies that no algorithm for online-list batch scheduling
with unlimited capacity can have a competitive ratio less than 4. However, for
completeness of this paper, we include the proof of optimality of Algorithm
A∞ and adopt it from [5].
Theorem 2 For online-list batch scheduling with unlimited capacity, no on-
line algorithm is (4− δ)-competitive, for any δ > 0.
Proof: Suppose there exists a (4 − δ)-competitive Algorithm A, and this al-
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gorithm is presented with job sequence σadv. For simplicity we denote the
optimal offline makespan by C∗k and the online makespan of Algorithm A by
CAk for the subsequence σ
adv
k . All what follows is subject to the small value
ǫ in the construction of σadv, but by choosing ǫ appropriately small it does
not effect the outcome. So, we choose ǫ small enough and leave it from the
remainder of the analysis.
Define γk =
CA
k+1
CA
k
. The assumption on the competitiveness of Algorithm A
gives CAk+1 ≤ (4− δ) · C∗k+1, which, by definition of σadv, can be rewritten as
CAk+1 ≤ (4− δ) ·
(
CAk − CAk−1
)
.
Dividing this inequality by CAk gives a recursion on γk:
γk+1 ≤ (4− δ) ·
(
1− 1
γk
)
.
Since 1− 1
x
≤ x
4
, this implies γk+1 ≤ (4− δ) · γk4 . Thus γk ≤
(
4−δ
4
)k
γ0, and so
eventually CAk+1 < C
A
k , which is a contradiction. 
As a consequence of Theorem 2 we get that Algorithm A∞ is an optimal online
algorithm.
3 Bounded capacity
In the previous section we have seen how the doubling strategy leads to an
optimal algorithm if the batch capacity is unlimited. In this section we consider
online-list batch scheduling with a fixed bounded capacity B for each batch. To
obtain an optimal algorithm for the bounded case, we have to use a different
growth rate in batch lengths (different for each capacity B). However, the
basic structure of the scheduling algorithm is the same as in Algorithm A∞.
Concrete, we propose the following online algorithm for the online-list batch
scheduling problem with capacity B. If B ≤ 3 we schedule the jobs greedily.
If B ≥ 4, we use a growth rate of zB in batch lengths instead of the rate 2 for
the unlimited capacity case.
Algorithm AB:
If B ≤ 3, then schedule a job j with processing time pj in a non-full batch of
length at least pj. If no such batch exists, create a batch with length pj at the
end of the current schedule.
If B ≥ 4, then schedule a job j with processing time pj ∈
(
zi−1B , z
i
B
]
in a
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non-full batch of length ziB. If no such batch exists, create it at the end of the
current schedule.
We choose zB such that
zB = argminx≥1{x+ 1 +
1
x
+
1
x2
+ . . .+
1
xB−2
} , (1)
and show that the competitive ratio of Algorithm AB is
ρB = min
x≥1
{x+ 1 + 1
x
+
1
x2
+ . . .+
1
xB−2
} .
Before we determine the competitive ratio of AB, we point out that zB and
ρB are unique for a given B. There is only one minimum in (1), since the
derivative 1 − 1
x2
− 2
x3
− . . . − B−2
xB−3
is increasing in x for x ≥ 1. To indicate
what kind of growth rates and competitive ratios we are dealing with, we
display in Table 1 the values of zB and ρB for some specific values of B.
B 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ∞
zB 1 1 1.5214 1.7614 1.8768 1.9349 1.9651 2
ρB 2 3 3.6107 3.8344 3.9254 3.9651 3.9833 4
Table 1
Values of zB and ρB
Theorem 3 For online-list batch scheduling with capacity B, Algorithm AB
is ρB-competitive.
Proof: For B ≤ 3, we know that each batch in the online schedule contains
at least one job with processing time equal to the length of the batch. So, by
a load argument the offline makespan cannot be less than 1
B
times the online
makespan. Thus, Algorithm AB is B-competitive.
Consider B ≥ 4. Let σ be a worst-case instance for Algorithm AB. By normal-
izing the job lengths let z1B be the smallest online batch and n such that z
n
B
is the largest online batch. Thus the online schedule consists of batches with
lengths in {z1B, z2B, . . . , znB}. Note that for each i there is at most one non-full
batch of length ziB. In the following we derive three properties which we may
assume for worst-case instance σ:
(1) Each job j scheduled in a batch of length ziB has length pj = z
i−1
B + ǫ,
with ǫ > 0 arbitrary small.
Decreasing the job lengths in a batch of length ziB to z
i−1
B + ǫ does not
affect the online makespan and may decreases the offline makespan. As
in the proof of Theorem 2, we ignoring ǫ from now on.
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(2) For each batch length ziB, there is at most one batch.
If the worst case instance has more than B jobs in batches of length ziB,
then B of these jobs are together in a batch in both the online and offline
schedule. Due to property (1), removing these B jobs causes a decrease
of ziB in the online makespan and a decrease of z
i−1
B in the optimal offline
makespan. Let σ˜ be the instance resulting by removal of these B jobs
from σ. Since σ is a worst-case instance we have
CA(σ)
C∗(σ)
≥ C
A(σ˜)
C∗(σ˜)
=
CA(σ)− ziB
C∗(σ)− zi−1B
.
This implies that zB · C∗(σ) ≥ CA(σ), and that the algorithm has com-
petitive ratio of at most zB < ρB. So, we only have to consider instances
which result in an online schedule with for each batch length ziB at most
one batch.
(3) Each batch consists of only one job.
If the only batch of length ziB contains k jobs with 2 ≤ k ≤ B, then we
can remove k − 1 of these jobs without decreasing the online makespan
and possibly decrease the offline makespan.
By the above properties of σ, we get that the cumulative length of the B
largest batches in the online schedule is at most znB + z
n−1
B + . . . + z
n−B+1
B .
By (1) this is equal to ρB · zn−1B , that is ρB times the largest offline batch.
This argument can be repeated for the next B largest batches in the online
schedule. They are at most ρB times the second largest offline batch, etc. Thus,
Algorithm AB is ρB-competitive. 
It remains to show the optimality of Algorithm AB. For such a proof, the
known results on online bidding are of no use since they need the unlimited
capacity of the batches. More precisely, the change in the offline cost structure
makes the comparison with online bidding impossible and complicates the
analysis. Where the offline makespan is just pmax for the unlimited capacity
case, we now have to consider the FBLPT solution. The next theorem, which
we consider the main contribution of this paper, uses the structure of the
FBLPT solution to prove that Algorithm AB is optimal. In fact, the next
theorem also implies Theorem 2 by letting B go to infinity.
Theorem 4 For online-list batch scheduling with capacity B, no online algo-
rithm is (ρB − δ)-competitive, for any δ > 0 and B.
Proof: Suppose there exists a (ρB−δ)-competitive Algorithm A, and this algo-
rithm is presented with job sequence σadv. Recall that due to the construction
of σadv each job has its own batch in the online schedule, regardless of the
online algorithm used. As in Theorem 2, we choose the ǫ in the instance con-
struction small enough to ignore it. Again, for simplicity we denote the optimal
offline makespan by C∗k and the online makespan of Algorithm A by C
A
k for
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the subsequence σadvk .
The optimal offline and online makespan can be expressed by
C∗k = pk + pk−B + pk−2B + . . .
CAk = pk+1 + pk + . . .+ p2
=C∗k+1 + C
∗
k + . . .+ C
∗
k−B+2 − C∗1 .
Let γk =
C∗
k+1
C∗
k
, be the ratio between the value of two subsequent optimal offline
makespans. Note that this is a different ratio from the one used in Theorem
2. Obviously the optimal offline makespan increases in k, thus γk ≥ 1. By
Algorithm A being (ρB − δ)-competitive, we have
CAk
C∗k
=
C∗k+1 + C
∗
k + . . .+ C
∗
k−B+2 − C∗1
C∗k
= γk + 1 +
1
γk−1
+
1
γk−1γk−2
+ . . .+
1
γk−1γk−2 . . . γk−B+2
− C
∗
1
C∗k
≤ ρB − δ .
We assume k to be large enough such that
C∗
1
C∗
k
≤ δ
2
, thus
γk + 1 +
1
γk−1
+
1
γk−1γk−2
+ . . .+
1
γk−1γk−2 . . . γk−B+2
≤ ρB − δ
2
. (2)
In the remainder of this proof we show that (2) and γk ≥ 1 are contradicting.
To obtain this contradiction, we introduce γ˜k := max{γk−1, . . . , γk−B+2} and
show that γk < γ˜k and γ˜k decreases below 1.
By (2) and the definition of γ˜k we have
ρB − δ
2
≥ γk + 1 + 1
γk−1
+
1
γk−1γk−2
+ . . .+
1
γk−1γk−2 . . . γk−B+2
≥ γk + 1 + 1
γ˜k
+
1
γ˜2k
+ . . .+
1
γ˜B−2k
. (3)
Since zB minimizes x + 1 +
1
x
+ 1
x2
+ . . . + 1
xB−2
and the minimum is ρB, we
have γk < γ˜k. This can be seen by assuming γk ≥ γ˜k. The value of γk can be
decreased to γ˜k without violating (3). So, this would yield a better minimum
for x+ 1 + 1
x
+ 1
x2
+ . . .+ 1
xB−2
than zB does.
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As a direct consequence of γk < max{γk−1, . . . , γk−B+2}, we get γ˜k < γ˜k−B+2.
Now assume that γ˜k converges to some y. Then equation (2) holds when all
γi’s are substituted by y, implying that y gives a better minimum in (1) than
zB does. Thus, γ˜k cannot converge.
By the above we have that the value γ˜k is an upper bound on γk and decreases
below any fixed value. Thus, eventually γk < γ˜k ≤ 1, contradicting C∗k+1 ≥
C∗k . 
By Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain the optimality of online Algorithm AB. From
the proof of Theorem 4 we see that any optimal online algorithm presented
with σadv must behave like Algorithm AB as k grows large. No matter which
optimal algorithm is used, the upper bound γ˜k must converge to zB. In order
to let γ˜k converge to zB the value γk must converge to zB. Therefore, as k
grows large the batch size has growth rate zB.
4 Concluding remarks
This paper presents an optimal online algorithm for online-list batch schedul-
ing with any batch capacity B. For B ≤ 3 this algorithm is a greedy type
algorithm, i.e. each batch has the same length as the first job scheduled in it.
As B goes to infinity the growth rate zB in the online algorithm goes to 2 and
its competitive ratio ρB to 4. Therefore, the known results for the unlimited
capacity case are implied by the new results for the bounded capacity case.
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